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Materials: 
 
Pendulum Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® semi precious black pendulum 19x36mm 
         pendant (17508) 
06     Bead Gallery® black flower design ceramic round 8mm beads 
         (20401) 
22     Bead Gallery® glass matte black 6mm round (10493) 
02     Bead Gallery® glass black step faceted 4mm beads (19061) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 

 
Druzy Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® black dyed druzy slice with gold tone edge 
         pendant (13801) 
04     Bead Gallery® black vine design ceramic round 10mm beads 
         (20403) 
02     Bead Gallery® glass black rondell 5x10mm (10257) 
02     Bead Gallery® glass black step faceted 4mm beads (19061) 
21     Bead Gallery® glass matte black 6mm round (10493) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone 6mm jump ring (12961) 
 
Teardrop Bracelet  
04     Bead Gallery® black vine design ceramic round 10mm beads 
         (20403) 
06     Bead Gallery® glass black step faceted 4mm beads (19061) 
26     Bead Gallery® glass black rondell 5x10mm (10257) 
03     Bead Gallery® silver tone head pins (12959) 
03     Bead Gallery® glass black faceted 10x14mm teardrop (10448) 
10”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Spotted Hamsa Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® black and white enameled metal spotted hand 
         connector (16526) 
04     Bead Gallery® black vine design ceramic round 10mm beads 
         (20403) 
28     Bead Gallery® glass black rondell 5x10mm (10257) 
01     Bead Gallery® white small tassel 13x20mm (14663) 
15”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone 6mm jump ring (12961) 
 
Circle Hamsa Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® black and white enameled metal circle hand 



         connector (16525) 
12     Bead Gallery® black flower design ceramic round 8mm beads 
         (20401) 
11     Bead Gallery® glass black cube/rondell faceted mix (10256) 
02     Bead Gallery® glass black step faceted 4mm beads (19061) 
01     Bead Gallery® white small tassel 13x20mm (14663) 
15”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Flower Eye Hamsa Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® black and white enameled metal flower drop 
         hand connector – eye (16524) 
12     Bead Gallery® black flower design ceramic round 10mm beads 
        (20404) 
13     Bead Gallery® glass black step faceted 4mm beads (19061) 
01     Bead Gallery® glass black faceted 10x14mm teardrop (10448) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone head pins (12959) 
15”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Hamsa Eye Bracelet  
01     Bead Gallery® black and white enameled metal hamsa hand  
         connector – eye (16520) 
20     Bead Gallery® black vine design ceramic round 8mm beads  
        (20402) 
01     Bead Gallery® silver tone head pins (12959) 
15”   Beadalon® Elasticity stretch cord (JEO.8T-0025M) 
 
Tools:  
Beadalon® Classic nipper tool (JTNIP1) 

 G-S Hypo Cement (JA-GSHYPO) 
Bead Bugs® 
 
Level of difficulty (Beginner) 
 
Time – Less than 10 minutes per bracelet 
 
Tips: Stretch cord before stringing your beads.  This will help maintain 
the shape of your bracelet.  
 
Be sure to measure your wrist to insure a proper fit. Add and 
subtract beads as needed.  
 
A great alternative to the overhand knot is the surgeon’s knot.  
       
Instructions:  



Pendulum Bracelet 
1. Remove pendulum from chain (chain can be used for a future 

project.) 
2. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
3. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
4. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
5. String step glass, pendulum, glass 3 black flower 8mm, 22 matte 

black 6mm, and 3 black flower 8mm. 
6. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  

overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

7. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
 

Druzy Bracelet 
8. Connect 6mm jump ring to druzy pendant. 
9. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
10. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
11. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
12. String step glass, druzy, step glass, black vine 10mm, black 

rondell, black vine 10mm, 21 glass matte 6mm round, black vine 
10mm, black rondelle, and black vine 10mm. 

13. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

14. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 

 
Teardrop Bracelet 
15. Using head pin, string black teardrop and form a simple loop. 
16. Cut 10” of stretch cord. 
17. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
18. Attach Bead Bug to end of 10” of stretch cord. 
19. String 10mm black vine, black step, teardrop dangle, black step, 

10mm black vine, black step, teardrop dangle, black step, 
10mm black vine, black step, teardrop dangle, black step, 
10mm black vine, and 26 black rondelles. 

20. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

21. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 

 



Spotted Hamsa Bracelet 
22. Cut 15” of stretch cord. 
23. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
24. Attach Bead Bug to end of 15” of stretch cord. 
25. String right side hamsa, 10mm black vine, black rondell, 10mm 

black vine, 26 black rondell, 10mm black vine, black rondell, 
10mm black vine, and left side of hamsa connector. 

26. Pass cording back through left side beads stopping at last black 
rondelle. Remove bead bug and pass cording through 10mm 
black vine. 

27. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

28. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
29. Using 6mm jump ring, attach tassel to hamsa loop. 

 
Circle Hamsa Bracelet 
30. Cut 15” of stretch cord. 
31. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
32. Attach Bead Bug to end of 15” of stretch cord. 
33. String right side hamsa, black step, (8mm black flower, black 

cube, 8mm black flower, small black glass rondelle) repeat 4 
times, 8mm black flower, cube, 8mm black flower, step glass, 
and left side of hamsa connector. 

34. Pass cording back through left side beads stopping at last black 
cube. Remove bead bug and pass cording through 8mm black 
flower. 

35. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

36. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
37. Using 6mm jump ring, attach tassel to hamsa loop. 

 
Flower Eye Hamsa Bracelet 
38. Cut 15” of stretch cord. 
39. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
40. Attach Bead Bug to end of 15” of stretch cord. 
41. String right side hamsa, black step, (10mm black flower, black 

step) repeat 11 times, and left side of hamsa connector. 



42. Pass cording back through left side beads stopping at the 2nd to 
last black step. Remove bead bug and pass cording through 
black step, and 10mm black flower. 

43. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

44. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
45. Using head pin, string teardrop and form a simple loop. 
46. Attach loop to hamsa loop. 

 
Eye Hamsa Bracelet 
47. Cut 15” of stretch cord. 
48. Stretch cord well before stringing your beads.  This will help  

maintain the bracelets shape in the future. 
49. Attach Bead Bug to end of 15” of stretch cord. 
50. String right side hamsa, 8mm black vine - repeat 20 times, and 

left side of hamsa connector. 
51. Pass cording back through left side beads stopping at the last 

bead. Remove bead bug and pass cording through 8mm black 
vine. 

52. Remove Bead Bug, bring both ends together, form an  
overhand knot, and Pull tight.  Form a second overhand knot, 
pull tight and dab knot with glue. Let Dry. 

53. Hide knot inside of closest bead. 
54. Using head pin, string teardrop and form a simple loop. 
55. Attach loop to hamsa loop. 

 


